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Raising capital is incredibly difficult for women
founders and founders of color. Unsurprisingly,
venture capital-backed startups are significantly
male (89.3%), white (71.6%), based in Silicon
Valley (35.3%) and Ivy league-educated
(13.7%).* Despite venture capital funding
surging over the past few years, the numbers
do not reflect the same rise for women founders
and founders of color. In 2021, companies
founded solely by women accounted for only
2.4% of the total capital invested in venture-
backed startups and from 2015-2020
companies founded by Black or LatinX founders
received only 2.4% of total VC funding**.

The Discovery Fund is investing in companies
who have a woman, BIPOC or LGBTQ CEO at
the helm in an effort to help reduce the inequity
in the venture capital ecosystem. Furthermore,
the Fund is focused on investing in solutions for
financial inclusion – with an eye towards
companies promoting affordability and
accessibility of financial services particularly to
underserved communities. The synergies
between entrepreneurs and financially inclusive
solutions are clear.  Entrepreneurs who have
experienced the problems they are trying to
solve are often best positioned to build these
solutions. By investing in and empowering
underrepresented founders, the Discovery Fund
hopes to help not only narrow the equity gap,
but support the most promising and scalable
solutions to a new generation of challenges.
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"Our mission is to find
companies that are producing
products and services that are
actually improving the lives and
financial health of everyday
Americans, particularly low and
moderate income consumers
and those who have been
underserved by the traditional
financial system.” 

 
– Elizabeth McCluskey, Director
of the Discovery Fund
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Discovery Fund
Overview

The Discovery Fund was
created to support
entrepreneurs who are
building solutions for financial
inclusion. The fund will invest
$5 million annually in early-
stage fintech companies led
by BIPOC, LGBTQ+, and
women founders.

Pre-seed, seed and series A

stage funding

CEO from

underrepresented

background

Primarily serving US

consumers

Investments of up to $1

Million

Equity and/or convertible

debt investments

Syndicate (not lead)

investor

Investment Criteria:

Focus Areas:

Financial Wellness: supporting underserved
consumers with financial services such as
liquidity management tools, emergency savings
accounts, wealth generation platforms, and
financial literacy.

Lending: enabling more affordable and
accessible credit to underserved consumers,
whether in partnership with financial
institutions like credit unions or direct to
consumers

  $6.75M 
Invested Apr. 2021 - Dec. 2022

36%

2%
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57%

2%
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Portfolio Snapshot

COMPANY CEO SUMMARY

Financial Wellness
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Caribou is a healthcare cost
prediction and optimization
software for financial advisers and
their clients.

Christine Simone

Cushion is reimagining the way
consumers manage, pay and finance
their bills — all while helping them
avoid bank fees and build credit.

Paul Kesserwani

Daylight is the first LGBTQ+ digital
banking platform in the United
States. Daylight helps users design
and meet the financial goals of
today and tomorrow.

Rob Curtis

HelloDivorce provides divorce
online for a fraction of the cost and
in 1/3 of the time, with all the expert
financial and legal help a consumer
needs.

Erin Levine

Katrin Kaurov

Frich makes money social. Frich
helps Gen Z develop better financial
habits leveraging the power of
community and benchmarking.

Akshay Krishnaiah

Line is building an inclusive modern
financial network that allows
individuals to establish trust and
credit-worthiness without the need
for credit history, credit score or
payslips.

Sarah Martin

Pulsate is a marketing
communications platform enabling
financial institutions to send
personalized messages to members
driving engagement, sales and
loyalty.

Stackwell is a mobile application
that delivers automated tools and
education to help Black Americans
stack and build wealth.

Trevor Rozier-Byrd
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Sid Pailla

Sunny Day Fund is an employee
benefits program focused on
building liquid savings via payroll
deductions and employer
contributions.



Portfolio Snapshot
COMPANY CEO SUMMARY
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The Beans simplifies the path to
financial balance through evidence-
based design and cutting edge
technology, so consumers stress
less about money and focus on what
they love.

Melissa Pancoast

Dennis Cail

Zirtue is a relationship-based
lending and alternative bill pay
application that simplifies loans
between friends and family with
automatic monthly loan payments.

Lending

COMPANY CEO SUMMARY

· Ascent is an underwriting,
diligence, and monitoring layer that
provides financial institutions with
deep insight into a customer's
financial background.

Arjun Sahgal

Casey Powers

Climb is a student lending and
payments platform intended to
make career education more
affordable and accessible.

Catherine Berman 

CNote helps institutions invest
capital into underserved
communities at scale by directing
deposits to community financial
institutions such as credit unions
and CDFIs. 

Gopal Swamy

Conductiv offers financial
institutions data-driven lending
guidance, resulting in more funded
loans with better, faster, and fairer
decisions.
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Bryan Young
Home Lending Pal is an AI-Powered
mortgage advisor and blockchain-
based marketplace built to address
the needs of first-time buyers.

Sam Ulloa

Listo is an AI Fintech platform that
partners with credit unions, banks
and insurance carriers to provide
more inclusive access to affordable
financial services for the Latinx and
marginalized communities.



"At Listo!, we believe in
financial inclusion, the civil
rights movement of our
generation, the path to
financial prosperity and the
path to a fair and equitable
America."

SAM ULLOA
Founder & CEO

 customers have grown
their credit score by an

average of 312 points from
their first to second loan

2/3

AI Powered Lending Platform for 
LatinX Consumers 

CASE STUDY
listo!

Listo! is a lending and insurance marketplace
for underserved Latinx consumers. The
company partners with financial institutions,
credit unions, and insurance carriers to
provide more inclusive access to affordable
financial services for Latinx and marginalized
communities.
The platform will offer consumers a path to
financial prosperity through credit-building
loans with more inclusive underwriting 
For FI partners, Listo provides access to a
well-performing, hard-to-reach market that is
profitable and diversifies its customer base.

WHAT IS THE SOLUTION?

If the Latinx market were its own country, it
would represent the 7th largest GDP in the
world, with a population growth that is 9x
faster than non-Hispanics, yet the Latinx
community is 2x as likely to have a limited
credit history.                     
This leaves many Latinx as “credit invisible,”
As a result, banks and insurance companies
are missing a $170B opportunity to serve this
demographic with affordable and accessible
financial services.

WHAT IS THE PROBLEM?
I M P A C T

of interest and fees saved
by customers

$100M
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“We believe credit unions are key
to closing the wealth gap in the
United States, and we are looking
forward to connecting with these
inspiring mission-driven institutions
on multiple fronts. I could not be
more excited to create greater
visibility and investment for credit
unions and their members.” 

CATHERINE BERMAN
Founder & CEO

of Impact Cash deposits on the
platform were lent to BIPOC

borrowers and LMI communities

50%

Flexible, Zero-Fee, Low-Cost 
Deposits Program

CASE STUDY
CNote

CNote provides a new and sustainable capital
source for its community-lender partners,
generating both impact and financial returns for
CNote investors, and increasing capital access
and economic activity in communities that need it
most. CNote has developed proprietary
technology and diligence engines that allows for
investors to place capital into these communities
at scale. 
CNote’s cloud-based software solves the 3
biggest friction points for investors: selection,
deployment and impact reporting. 
For credit unions, CNote provides counter-cyclical
deposit capital, institutional awareness of their
missions and work, and impact reporting to their
investors and communities.

WHAT IS THE SOLUTION?

Under-resourced communities such as BIPOC (Black,
Indigenous, and People of Color) individuals, LMI (low-to-
moderate income) households and women have historically
struggled with accessing capital to start businesses,
construct affordable housing, and fund community-centered
projects. 
The community lenders who support these communities,
such as credit unions and CDFIs, need access to more
deposits in order to increase their lending, but pursuing
deposits from institutional investors is time and resource
intensive.
Finally, it is challenging for institutional investors to identify,
deploy and report impact on DEI and ESG fixed income and
cash products at scale because of a lack of central databases,
consistent impact metrics, and a highly manual deployment
and tracking process.

WHAT IS THE PROBLEM?
I M P A C T

of fixed income investments
were lent to women-led

businesses, 8x the national
average

 

60%
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jobs that have been
created/retained from CNote's

fixed income investments 

6000

https://fintech-forum.circle.so/c/lending/renofi-113cc1-5252b3-d96f46-bb5189-b2947b-2264e9-95b068-bf0311-08e631-5dbac1-23b7f4-c5078b-f4e28a-eea7df-15cfbe-7fc9c1-0af268-e55461-854429-6ef805-2efc10-8a541f
https://fintech-forum.circle.so/c/lending/renofi-113cc1-5252b3-d96f46-bb5189-b2947b-2264e9-95b068-bf0311-08e631-5dbac1-23b7f4-c5078b-f4e28a-eea7df-15cfbe-7fc9c1-0af268-e55461-854429-6ef805-2efc10-8a541f
https://fintech-forum.circle.so/c/lending/renofi-113cc1-5252b3-d96f46-bb5189-b2947b-2264e9-95b068-bf0311-08e631-5dbac1-23b7f4-c5078b-f4e28a-eea7df-15cfbe-7fc9c1-0af268-e55461-854429-6ef805-2efc10-8a541f


"More and more people are choosing to
work in a lifestyle that has sporadic
income, but the world is not designed
around sporadic income, the world is
designed around the industrial age
where everybody works a 9-5 and the
paycheck comes on the same day in the
same amount. Because of its'
technology, Line becomes the pre-
eminent payments provider that allows
individuals to pay as they get paid while
ensuring service providers also get paid. 

AKSHAY KRISHNAIAH
Founder & CEO

emergencies covered
 to date

$1 . 1M

Inclusive Modern Financial Network

CASE STUDY
Line

Line has built an inclusive modern financial
network that allows individuals to establish trust
and credit-worthiness without the need for credit
history, credit score or payslips. Active working
professionals are able to get instant cash of $20
- $1,000 for essentials or emergencies, without
interest or credit checks, along with tools and
services to save, spend and plan better.

WHAT IS THE SOLUTION?

Over 64M people in the US are qualified, banked,
in essential jobs, and spending less than they
earn yet are denied commonly needed financial
services such as short term personal credit. This
is typically because they have non-traditional
work arrangements, are yet to establish
sufficient credit-history, or don't have relevant
credit-scores. This has led to a trillion-dollar
predatory financial services industry offering
payday loans, pawnshops, title loans, credit-
finance companies, check-cashing services or
cash advance apps.

WHAT IS THE PROBLEM?I M P A C T

funding disbursed to
consumers to date

$40M
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https://fintech-forum.circle.so/c/financial-wellness/renofi-113cc1-5252b3-d96f46-bb5189-b2947b-2264e9-95b068-bf0311-08e631-5dbac1-23b7f4-c5078b


Are you a fintech looking for capital or do you
know of a company that could be a great fit?
Check out our website or email us using the
contact information provided below.

Thank  you for your continued support in our
efforts to contribute to entrepreneurs who are
building solutions for financial inclusion.

Join the 2,000+ members of our Fintech Forum
Community and gain access to online community
where members have 24/7 access to connect
with credit union leaders, fintech founders, and
key industry players while having a fintech
content repository right at your fingertips. The
best part? You can learn more about all of the
Discovery Fund companies .  Sign up at
www.cmfgventures.com/fintechforum.

www.cmfgventures.com
cmfg-ventures@cunamutual.com

Contact
CUNA Mutual Group

5910 Mineral Point Rd., Madison, WI 53705
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*Why Are Venture Capitalists Still Funding Mostly White, Male Entrepreneurs,  Feb. 2021
**US VC Female Founders Dashboard, Pitchbook, Dec. 2022
*** US VC Female Founders Dashboard, Pitchbook, Dec. 2022
**** American Family Insurance Institute, 2021 Venture Capital Impact Report


